There is a large and diverse body of evidence that people condition their behavior on the characteristics of others.
If type is visible then one agent seeing another with whom they are interacting, or observing some other close proxy for type, can affect outcomes. Goldin and Rouse (2000) showed that the adoption of "blind" auditions-with a screen concealing each candidate's identity from the jury-increased significantly the likelihood of a female being hired at five major American orchestras. Oreopoulos (2011) found that CVs sent in response to online job postings in Toronto were much more likely to elicit a response if they carried an English rather than Indian, Pakistani, Chinese, or Greek name. In recent work on behavior in the "sharing economy," Pope and Sydnor (2011) showed that loan listings on the Prosper.com peer-to-peer lending site were 25 to 35 percent less likely to receive funding if the borrower profile contained a black profile, while in their field experiment Edelman, Luca, and Svirsky (2015) found that room requests on Airbnb from guests with distinctively African American names were 16 percent less likely to be accepted than those from other requestors.
When the characteristic in question is a legally-protected one, as in these examples, we call prejudicial behavior toward a particular subgroup discrimination. But the conditioning of behavior on characteristics of others is more ubiquitous than our focus on race and gender would suggest. For example, Hamermesh and Biddle (1994) show that labor market outcomes for both men and women are increasing in how good-looking they are rated as being in photographs (this behavior extends to even the charitable giving market; see Landry et al. 2006 ). There is a broader literature on how people make inferences from faces. For example, Oosterhof and Todorov (2009) find that perceptions of the trustworthiness of an individual in a photo can vary systematically with facial expressions and characteristics. DeBruine (2002) found evidence that facial resemblance enhanced trust. Van Leeuwen et al. (2014) find facial cues that predict propensity to anger. In Scharlemann et al. (2001) experimental subjects are more likely to regard as cooperative a partner smiling in a photograph rather than of neutral expression.
The desire to discriminate may provide a rationale for wanting to know about the identity of someone with whom you are interacting. Much more generally, however, in strategic settings we tend to think that there are certain advantages to knowing the features of the other agent. We might be able to learn something from their appearance that allows us to turn negotiations and other interactions in our favor. Consistent with this line of thought, a clever study due to Eckel and Petrie (2011) demonstrates that players in a trust game often have a positive willingness to pay (WTP) to see a picture of their partner. That is, there is a perceived private value to the information that such a picture contains.
Our research question is in this spirit, but different in that we explore whether individuals perceive a benefit to revealing a picture of themselves to partners in a strategic interaction (a trust game). If they do, then it implies that players believe that they can use their own characteristics to shape the actions of others.
Our pilot results reported in this study should be viewed with care, as they are preliminary and based on small samples. Yet, we find a substantial (and significant) portion of players have a positive WTP for revelation of own characteristics. Indeed, the strategic revelation follows economic theory well-there is an associated demand curve that is downward sloping.
I. Experimental Design and Procedures

A. Setup
Our experiment features three treatments with a common design that is a perturbed version of Eckel and Petrie (2011) . Every subject plays one standard trust game with each of two randomly assigned partners in the laboratory. Throughout the experiment a given subject has one fixed role, either first mover (trustor) or second mover (trustee).
In each trust game subjects are endowed with ten experimental tokens regardless of their role. Each token is worth $1.50 in all treatments. The trustor can send any number of tokens s from her initial endowment to the trustee. The amount sent is tripled by the experimenters such that the trustee receives 3s tokens. The trustee then decides how many tokens r to return to the trustor (with the amount not to exceed 3s).
Our interest is in whether subjects perceive there to be value in revealing a picture of themselves to the subject with whom they are paired, and in what circumstances the revelation is not chosen.
Our three experimental cells vary in the extent to which subjects have the opportunity to reveal something about their own characteristics by showing a photograph of their face. In the first treatment cell (denoted C for control), neither trustors nor trustees have the option to reveal their identity and no photographs are shown to anyone. This is the standard baseline used in typical trust games.
In our second experimental cell (denoted T1 for treatment 1), we introduce the option to reveal one's own photograph for trustors only. Trustees face the same decisions as in C. After being instructed about the trust game but before making decisions, trustors can choose to reveal their own photograph for a positive price. In the third, and final, experimental cell (denoted T2 for treatment 2), trustees have the opportunity to reveal their own photograph for a price but trustors do not.
We use a modified version of the software applied by Eckel and Petrie (2011) to implement the trust games. Subjects make their decisions on two separate screens. The trustor uses a simple slider to choose s and sees both the amount sent and the amount kept at all times. The trustee, on the other hand, sees two decision screens in the strategy method. This means that the second mover does not observe the actual amount received before making her decision about r. Instead, sliders are presented for all possible outcomes-that is, all amounts s the trustor could send-and both roles make decisions simultaneously.
In all treatments, subjects wait together in front of the laboratory and have enough time to observe the characteristics of others in the session before entering the lab privately. In T1 and T2, head and shoulders photographs with neutral expression are taken of all subjects with a digital camera. We take pictures of everyone, regardless of roles that are assigned randomly later. Depending on the treatment, either all trustors (T1) or all trustees (T2) face an additional decision before reaching the trust game stage. In this decision, subjects are asked if they are willing to pay some price to reveal their own photograph to their assigned partner. The prices used are 10 cents and $1. The money they give up if they pay to reveal their picture is deducted from their final earnings. Note that all subjects in these treatment cells face both prices.
Payoffs are determined as follows. Subjects receive a $10 show-up fee regardless of their decisions. Additionally, one of the two trust games is paid out. To decide which one is paid, a volunteer stands in front of the laboratory and blindly draws one ball from a bag containing four red and four white balls. If a red ball is drawn, then the first game is paid out; alternatively, if a white ball is drawn, then the second is paid out. Total payoffs are the sum of the show-up fee and the outcome in the chosen game, minus any price paid to reveal the picture.
II. Data Overview
Overall we observe decisions from 136 subjects in eight sessions, five of which are male only (N = 92) and three are female only (N = 44). All sessions were conducted at the Experimental Economics Center (ExCEN) of Georgia State University. A typical session takes between 50 and 60 minutes and average realized payoffs were $31.96 (SD = $9.91). Fifty-five percent of subjects in our experiment are African American with the rest being Caucasian. Session sizes range from 12 to 20 and we always recruit multiples of two to allow for random pairings.
III. Demand for Self-Revealing
The main research question is whether subjects have a positive WTP to reveal their own characteristics. This would imply that players believe that they can use their own characteristics to influence the actions of others. Table 1 shows clear evidence of such behavior. Out of 102 decisions made about revealing, 37 (36 percent) were made to reveal their picture for at least one decision.
Furthermore, we observe that subjects respond to prices as predicted by economic theory-higher prices lead to a smaller number of subjects choosing to reveal ( p-value of 0.023). This implies downward-sloping demand for self-revelation. While 24 subjects (47 percent) reveal at a price of 10 cents, only 13 subjects (25.5 percent) decided to reveal at the higher price of $1. This is coincidentally quite similar to Eckel and Petrie's (2011) finding that 50 percent of subjects give up $0.20 to reveal their partner's identity, 22 percent are willing to pay $1.
In terms of different behavior across the two roles (trustor and trustee), we find that trustees are more likely to reveal pictures ( p-value 0.093). Furthermore, trustees purchase more pictures, on average, if they have the option to do so (0.91 versus 0.59; p-value = 0.049). Conditional on purchasing at least one picture, the same pattern emerges (1.67 versus 1.31; p-value = 0.011). This translates into trustees paying more for self-revealing, on average, as prices are constant across treatments.
We estimate a linear probability model (LPM) for the probability of purchasing a picture with price, session fixed effects, and indicator variables for race and gender. Estimated coefficients indicate a negative impact of price (coefficient: −0.239; p-value = 0.03) and the role of trustor is nearly significant at the p < 0.05 level (coefficient: −0.289; p-value = 0.069). Male subjects and black subjects seem to reveal their pictures slightly less but these effects are not significant at conventional levels. If we alter the model by including an interaction of role and price, we find that trustors are more price-sensitive at the p < 0.10 level but not at the p < 0.05 level (coefficient: −0.242; p-value = 0.087).
Taken together, the evidence indicates that many (though not all) subjects place a strictly positive value on revealing their own picture in an economic transaction. In other words, subjects-and especially trustees-seem to expect higher payoffs if they reveal themselves to the partner. In further research we will probe the mechanisms underlying this behavioral pattern.
IV. Behavior of Trustees and Trustors
In the baseline experimental cell (C), subject behavior exhibits significant variance. Trustors send an average of 4.5 tokens across all groups, but both treatments reduce the average amount sent. These numbers are in the neighborhood of what other undergraduate students playing the trust game in other studies reveal (see, e.g., the 2011 meta-analysis due to Johnson and Mislin) . Trustors in the control group send an average of 4.9 tokens, whereas trustors who can reveal their own photographs send an average of 4.53, and trustors whose partners can reveal send an average of 4.25.
Yet, trustors who actually choose to reveal their own photographs or whose partners reveal their photographs do not send any more or less money. Demographic covariates strongly predict how much a trustor sends. In our sample, men are substantially more trusting than women (sending an average of 5.28 compared to 3.08 tokens). Notes: The table presents counts of how many decisions were made to reveal and not reveal own picture for two prices, $0.10 and $1.00. We only include decisions where option to reveal existed. Table 2 summarizes regression results with the number of tokens returned by the trustee as the dependent variable (note that trustees are shown a screen with 10 sliders, one for each amount that a trustor could potentially send. As such, these numbers represent an average). The analysis shows that when either partner reveals their photograph, the trustee chooses to return significantly more of what he or she is sent, with an effect size on the order of one to two tokens.
Note also that trustees return one to two tokens more when their partner reveals that they are black (although this is not statistically significant), but that this effect is not observed in trustors.
V. Impact of Self-Revealing on Earnings
Overall payoffs do not change substantially when partners reveal their picture. The one noticeable change in raw averages comes when trustees reveal to trustors-in that case trustees make less (average of 25.5 versus overall average of 28.3) and trustors make more (average of 16.3 versus 15.3). In a regression analysis, the signs of the relevant coefficients match this result, but the relevant coefficients are not statistically significant at conventional levels. Yet, one should note that these are preliminary results and samples are small. Firming up these results is one focus of future research, as is determining the nature and extent of why picture revelation works (see also List 2004).
VI. Discussion
Subjects are willing to pay to reveal information about themselves to their partners in a trust game. However, this is not necessarily the result of a rational belief that revealing information will enable greater trust. On the contrary, when it did anything detectable at all, revealing information appeared to function as a very inefficient transfer. Further research with larger samples will help determine whether revealing information in a laboratory game is indeed rationally self-interested, perhaps the function of altruism (as hinted at by trustees returning more tokens when they reveal their own photographs), or other factors. 
